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1. Introduction
This white paper is intended to provide a briefing for existing and prospective owners of largeformat printing (LFP) equipment on the reasons for and benefits of integrating their printers with
other aspects of their business, from sales order and job capture to production management and
analysis, inventory management, shipping and invoicing, in order to achieve maximum efficiency
and productivity.
The document is divided into chapters, but designed so that individual chapters may be read
in any order to help readers locate material pertinent to their interests. Chapter summaries and
page headers further help pinpoint specific topics more quickly and PDF bookmarks, web- and
cross-reference links are included to support on-screen reading.
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2. The LFP Market
The large format market is vibrant and both
technology and applications continue to evolve
rapidly, driven by increasing uptake from
conventional signage and graphics producers
and new entrants from related print markets.
Integration of LFP devices is generally low,
however, despite the existence of dedicated
products, leading to inefficiencies in production
and lack of awareness of true production costs.
Increasing competition will make it imperative
to maximise return on investment through
integration with workflow and business systems.

Large format print (LFP) is one of the most vibrant sectors of
the digital print market. Three groups are driving this growth:
conventional sign shops and screen printers adding or switching
to digital printing methods; existing LFP users wanting to
increase capacity or improve quality and/or productivity to meet
customer demand; and commercial offset printers or prepress
specialists who are keen to capture a larger proportion of their
customers’ print spend.
Industry analyst InfoTrends predicts a growth in the retail value
of the North American digital wide-format print over the fiveyear period 2011 – 2016 of over 46 per cent, from US $16.1 bn
(€12.4 bn) to $23.6 bn (€18.1 bn).* A late 2012 survey carried
out by the UK’s Image Reports magazine showed that nearly twothirds of respondents were expecting LFP work to become a
bigger part in their businesses over the next two years, and just
over half were expecting to recruit additional staff in this period.
There is still a high rate of technological development in LFP.
New applications are unfolding as new substrates, inks and
marking technologies continue to be developed, leading to new
opportunities such as label printing, packaging and package
prototyping, interior décor, soft signage and fabric/garment
printing and a wide range of consumer and industrial applications
in ceramic printing, in addition to the established signage and
display graphics markets.
Each printer an island
While the capabilities of individual large format printers continue
to evolve apace in terms of resolution, colour gamut, speed of
production and range of supported substrates, the integration
of these devices into both the production workflow and the
wider environment of their owners’ businesses has largely
been neglected.
The majority of LFP printers are operated as stand-alone devices,
often with one RIP per machine, and are isolated from other
print production workflows or MIS/ERP systems. Products
to facilitate this integration are available, but lack of customer
focus, awareness or trust in automation have been barriers to
their uptake.
Large-format work typically requires more complex finishing
than other types of print, sometimes to the point where the
direct print costs are only a small part of the total job value.
Complex one-off jobs will typically require creative input,
management time, shipping and installation in addition to the
printing process. With high levels of customisation being the
norm, there may be a reluctance to believe that automation
can help in what has always been a labour-intensive business.

* ‘Thriving in an Era of Transformation’, presentation by Jeff Hayes, President, InfoTrends,
given at EFI Connect event, 16 January 2013
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Inefficiencies and wastage
This manual approach can lead to inefficiencies in production
management, and may result in material wastage and quality
inconsistencies both between devices and over time. Inability
to load-balance work across different machines because colour
matching cannot be achieved reliably can cause delays and
waste production capacity, leaving some machines idle while
others are running full-time.
Every point at which manual processes occur is a point at which
costs can rapidly be added and yet these are often unaccounted.
Job costing models based on ‘per square metre’ pricing can
lead to work being done at a loss, especially where time spent
on file preparation before output is not recorded. Lack of detailed
information about job set-up times and finishing operations,
with missing or inaccurate media consumption figures make it
difficult to analyse where bottlenecks are occurring and where
money is being made or lost.

Growing competition
As the LFP service provider market becomes more crowded and
competitive, margins will come under increasing pressure as they
have in the offset print sector. This trend may be exacerbated by
new entrants to the market offering LFP services at rates based
on litho pricing models that neglect the amount of non-print
activity that is included in most LFP jobs. Even if these players
subsequently exit the market, it is hard for remaining LFP
service providers to raise prices once they have been depressed.
Existing LFP operators will therefore need to maximise the return
from their investment through the improved efficiencies that
integrated workflow and production management bring. As well
as reducing the costs of producing current work, increased
production management efficiency may also free up additional
capacity from existing LFP devices, as well as releasing staff
time to pursue these opportunities or to carry out other roles
that add more value.

Inventory management requires accurate information both on
consumables used and forecast demand based on quoted jobs.
Without this, the printer will have to over-order to be sure of
meeting demand, with a negative impact on both cashflow
and storage space, or else risk production stoppages.
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3. Printer Attributes Affecting Integration
When choosing an LFP device, printers should
consider its ability to capture detailed data
on each job, including consumables usage
and operator time and input. Automated
communication of this information is desirable.

In addition to the factors that govern printer selection such as
the choice of roll-fed or flatbed design, ink and supported media
types, resolution and productivity, purchasers of LFP devices
should consider the type and quality of job information that the
device can capture and pass on for production management
and analysis.
As well as providing an audit trail for quality assurance purposes,
automatically gathering accurate and detailed production
information helps LFP service providers see exactly what each
job costs, not only in terms of substrate and ink usage but in
operator and machine time. During busy periods operators are
unlikely to take time to log their activities but as unforeseen
manual intervention is an unpredictable and potentially costly
factor in production, the more this aspect of operations can
be captured and analysed, the better the understanding of true
production costs that can be achieved.
Functionality varies in this area but ideally an LFP device will
be able to log and communicate job dimensions, substrate,
resolution, printing mode and colour management settings,
machine status (printing, idle, offline for maintenance or fault
conditions), operator input, and ink and media usage. For roll-fed
devices, a ‘media remaining’ indicator is also extremely valuable.
Capturing data of this type involves both the printer and the RIP,
so the degree of integration between the two and then onward
from RIP to workflow system and/or MIS are important factors
to evaluate. Although many RIP/front-end systems have a facility
to output data in simple file formats such as CSV or Excelcompatible spreadsheet, automation of data transfer will reduce
the potential for error or delay.
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4. Workflow and Production Management
Producing more jobs in less time means that
set-up and handling become a bigger part of the
total cost of an LFP job. Automation of manual
processes can save time and avoid duplication
of effort. LFP workflow addresses a number of
processes within and closely connected to print,
including pre-flighting, colour management,
previewing or soft-proofing, adding installationspecific elements, variable data capability,
communication with cutting devices, media
optimisation and production planning for shipping.

As in other parts of the printing industry, LFP work is seeing a
general increase in the number of jobs handled each day, while
individual job runs become shorter. This is partly because of
the ongoing trend towards increased customisation and more
tightly targeted print runs and also because of the increasing
speed of LFP devices. This means that the print time decreases
as a proportion of the total time that a job takes, while the
job set-up and pre-flighting, finishing, shipping and installation
assume greater importance in determining the job’s costs.
Automation of manual processes and optimisation of job
management decisions therefore have an increasing impact
on productivity and profitability.
While a basic RIP offers certain benefits compared to a print driver
at the simplest production level – ability to print in background
while the next job is being prepared, support for more than one
printer with job queuing and management tools – a relatively
new category of LFP workflow tools has emerged recent years.
These support and automate the related tasks that come before
and after the printing stage.
There’s no hard-and-fast distinction between RIPs and workflow
systems, as different vendors implement these features in
different ways, but capabilities in this category include:
Application-specific artwork preparation
Preparing printed output for installation is a critical part of any LFP
job. Rigid media may have to be cut or folded; banners or flags
usually require eyelets; textiles may need hems or pockets to
be formed to permit attachment to frames. Support for the
calculation and placement of these features directly within artwork
and direct communication with digital cutters and other finishing
equipment saves time, both in production and during installation,
reducing of errors and material wastage. Correct calculation of
image file size related to output size and viewing distance can
reduce RIP processing times or highlight potential problems
with images of insufficient resolution before anything is printed.
Pre-flighting of artwork
A number of common faults can prevent output from appearing as
the designer intended: missing fonts, incorrectly or inconsistentlydefined colours, particularly where layers and ‘live’ transparency
effects are used, missing linked graphics, embedded EPS or
other graphic files which may have any of the same problems.
As a minimum, the ability to detect and flag issues of this type
will prevent wasted output time and materials; ideally the ability to
directly fix these problems – where possible – will also be provided.
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Previewing and soft-proofing
A preview based on RIPped data is a useful tool for identifying
content or construction errors in a file before any media is wasted,
as well as providing a double-check on any finishing-specific
elements that have been added to the original artwork. For client
approval and internal quality control purposes it may also be
advantageous to have a fully colour-managed soft-proofing
capability to ensure that colour will print as expected. Remote
soft-proofing via an online portal is an added value feature that
consumer customers would expect in a web-to-print service.
Though it’s impractical to implement colour management in a
business-to-consumer setting, it is feasible when working with
regular business customers where the necessary controls and
procedures for remote display calibration can be implemented.
Colour management
Basic colour management capabilities include the ability to
linearise printer output and apply standard ICC profile-based
colour transformations to maintain colour matching across
different media and printers, and over time with any given printer,
ink and media combination. Matching of spot colours via
conversion to process equivalents is frequently a requirement
in LFP work; most RIPs support this. More advanced features
include the ability to create new profiles for novel ink and media
combinations and to match colours to standards used in other
types of print, such as the Fogra or SWOP sets used in offset
litho, so that work printed on a variety of media using completely
different imaging technologies will match.
Versioning / variable data printing
Although much LFP work is inherently short-run and highly
customised, there is a growing demand for ‘every version different’
variable data print (VDP) in which a master template is combined
with variable text and/or image data from a database on-the-fly
to generate automatically a sequence of customised pieces.
Although this technology originates in high volume digital or
hybrid offset/digital ‘transpromo’ print, the applications in LFP
work for serving franchise customers, for example, are clear.
The adoption of emerging VDP output file standards such as
PDF/VT is likely to drive demand for VDP in the large format
sector, as is the increasing range of software tools that can
generate this type of print data stream. While some of these are
dedicated applications for high-volume direct mail, others operate
as plug-ins to standard page layout tools such as Adobe InDesign.

low-priority jobs for a specific printer and media combination
to be queued and held until sufficient work is ready to fill a
pre-determined area.
Communication with finishing equipment
Many LFP jobs require further work once printed, such as cutting
out of window or floor decals, and cutting or creasing and folding
for rigid POS or display products, for example. There is an additional
productivity advantage if this information – which may have been
generated in the prepress stage, as described in ‘applicationspecific artwork production’ above – can be communicated
directly to automated finishing equipment, particularly CNC
cutters, so that complex cut-outs can be handled reliably with
minimal additional set-up of the cutting table. Refinements in
this area can include recalculation of cutting paths based on
media distortion or mis-register during the printing process.
Production planning for distribution
Not only is installation an important part of most LFP jobs,
but packing and shipping of items can be a major bottleneck.
Although it may be simplest to print all items of a similar type
at once, sorting and packing the finished products for a large
retail chain order with a mix of several item types per store and
multiple drop/installation points can easily take as long as the
printing does, with the danger of items being damaged while
in storage or during collation. Production planning systems
can take the collation, packing and shipping requirements into
account in order to provide the fastest overall fulfilment, even if
that may mean printing and finishing items in an apparently less
productive sequence. With correct colour management, load
balancing across multiple printers can also be implemented,
enabling most efficient use of a print provider’s resources to
meet customer orders.
Not all vendors support all of these workflow features and not
all users will require all of them. However, an awareness of their
existence will help LFP service providers make their RIP and
workflow choices based on a fuller understanding that putting
ink on substrate is only one part of the larger chain of events
that constitutes delivering an LFP job. Where time is wasted and
costs are added is often in the hand-over between the various
processes which in many cases are still being carried out as
separate, manual operations; the reduction of these manual
‘touch points’ across the job as a whole is a major priority in
achieving an efficient digital printing system.

Media optimisation
Screen print operators are familiar with step-and-repeat and
job nesting to maximise the work that can be produced from
a fixed area of media. The digital equivalents can also calculate
tiling for the production of finished works that exceed the bed
size or roll width; more sophisticated nesting schemes can
rotate and arrange jobs according to their cut-out paths rather
than the dimensions of the artwork’s bounding box, further
reducing media wastage. Job scheduling features can enable
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5. Integration with Business Systems
Management information systems (MIS) help to
automate and administer the broader activities
of the business, from estimating to invoicing.
As well as reducing costs through efficient
management, they can provide valuable analysis
and insight for strategic decision making.
The business processes supported include job
specification and estimating, order entry and
invoicing, scheduling and capacity optimisation,
progress tracking and notification, inventory
management, live job status information
and analytics.

Historically, ‘workflow’ has been primarily concerned with printing
and related physical production processes but in today’s digital
world, the distinction between management and production
processes is much less clear. Specifying, quoting, order entry,
job tracking, inventory management, invoicing, financial status
monitoring and profitability analysis are all aspects of running
an LFP business where missing, late or inaccurate information
can lead to wastage of materials, duplication of effort and poor
utilisation of resources.
Although some of these are internal issues that affect profitability rather than service, others will directly affect customers’
perceptions. Incorrect deliveries, missed deadlines, invoices that
don’t match quotes or just a lack of timely and reliable progress
information will all erode customer relationships. In an increasingly competitive environment it is at least as important to retain
customers and build loyalty as it is to win new ones.
Conversely, it’s valuable for LFP operators to know which of
their customers are profitable and which persistently supply
artwork that requires extensive correction or preparation, or who
change specifications, quantities or delivery deadlines after a job
is scheduled or those that expect to pay unrealistically low rates.
In small LFP companies serving relatively few customers it may
be feasible for one person to keep all this information in his or her
head. As the number of jobs, customers, and sales or production
staff grows, however, it becomes very difficult to maintain a
high-level view of the company’s position or to perform meaningful
analysis to help steer sales, marketing, technology and finance
decisions without a solution designed to collect, organise and
present information in a timely and usable manner.
Management information systems (MIS) have existed to address
these issues in the offset print market for decades, but many
of these do not suit the LFP model with its much smaller print
runs, very high degree of customisation, diversity of substrates
and finishing processes and frequent requirement for skilled
installation. However, recent years have seen the introduction
of LFP-specific modules or options for existing MIS products
and the arrival of new products specifically dedicated to the
requirements of this sector.
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An MIS for LFP work should ideally support the following
business processes:
Specification, estimating and quoting
Job estimation based on simple per-square-metre costs can be
quite inaccurate for work where a high level of custom finishing
or complex installation is required. A detailed description or
specification of the work to be performed is critical for estimating,
quoting and production accuracy. An LFP-specific MIS should
be able to allow for all the various factors involved in costing a
job, from pre-flighting and artwork preparation to installers’ time
and travel, generating both a bill of materials and a schedule for
production and ideally for installation too, if required. Defining
all these factors in a detailed and validated specification makes
it possible to spot early on where a job is diverging from the
original plan, allowing for re-quoting and re-planning if necessary.
Order entry and invoicing
Many LFP printers operate a manual order-taking system,
sometimes by sales staff at the customer’s site, and may produce
quotes and order confirmations on systems unconnected to
production, inventory or accounting. As well as the duplicated
effort required to re-enter basic job specifications into multiple
systems, there is always the possibility of error. This may result
in a failure to meet specification or schedule, usually requiring
the printer to bear the costs of rectifying the mistake. This can
reduce or remove the profit margin as well as endanger the
prospect of winning repeat work. An inability to link quotes with
invoices makes it more difficult to gauge how accurate the quoting
process is and to identify where errors or oversights are occurring.
Production scheduling and capacity optimisation
While production scheduling in the workflow context is concerned
with queuing or batching work for printers so that the print
production load is set to meet customer deadlines, the wider
task of scheduling personnel and other resources across all stages
of production is often overlooked by scheduling boards, spreadsheets or manual systems. Delivery of the finished product is
often affected more by the processes following print production
than by the printing itself. Bottlenecks related to collating, cutting,
sewing, packaging, delivery and assembly can result in delays,
overtime, cost overruns and dissatisfied customers, even though
the printing was perfect. Shorter runs and a larger number of jobs
to manage make effective scheduling more important than ever.

scenarios when production conditions change, such as ‘what if
we lose our three-metre printer for six hours of maintenance?’
Automated analysis can rapidly provide a revised production
schedule in response to such changes, which can be delivered
to all work centres as a run list with new p
 riorities.
Progress tracking and customer notification
It’s of benefit to both printer and customer to know exactly what
stage each job has reached at any given moment. While productionfocused workflow can track work through the prepress and
printing stage, the bigger picture from specification to invoice
would generally only be available through the MIS. The ability
to notify customers automatically via email or SMS when
certain production phases are complete is an added-value
service, which may be further extended through web-to-print
portals (see next chapter).
Inventory management
For maximum efficiency in both logistics and cashflow, the LFP
service provider needs to adopt the just-in-time principle widely
used in manufacturing. This ensures that stocks of consumables
are maintained at levels that match the throughput of work
but without over-ordering and having to warehouse and pay for
materials that won’t be used for days or weeks. It is useful to
be able to project consumable requirements based on existing
stocks, orders and quotes as well as to reconcile these against
recorded usage.
Live status information and analytics
In addition to knowing exactly where work is in the production
pipeline at any given moment, it’s valuable to be able to get a
financial and logistical snapshot for cashflow forecasting and
other business planning purposes. For longer-term business
development, accurate capture of cost data allows production
bottlenecks and areas of under-utilisation to be identified. Profitability analysis can also provide key input for strategic decisions
about marketing priorities and business growth directions. MIS
products may include the tools to perform this analysis or should
at the very least be able to export relevant data in spreadsheet
or compatible formats. Those that feature such capabilities
internally should be able to provide information at various levels
of detail, from headline figures to individual job or machine reports.

More sophisticated scheduling systems can optimise multiple
work centres, creating a plan based on a combination of time
and cost priorities. Smart systems can sequence work according
to set-up and production requirements, running two or more
jobs with the same substrate consecutively and so eliminating
the need to reconfigure the printer between runs, for example.
They may use real-time data from the shopfloor to update the
schedule with up-to-the-minute production status information.
These real-time updates let the scheduler examine ‘what-if’
10

Automation
As with production, the minimisation of manual processes in MIS
operation is key to efficiency. Data collection and transmission
should be as automatic and seamless as possible to minimise
delays and errors. In order to provide the kind of functionality
described above, MIS needs to be linked in several directions
– to a website for customer-facing access and interaction, to
the workflow or RIP to capture machine and production process
data, to financial systems for invoicing and possibly to external
courier services for shipping. This may involve some bespoke
integration work based around common file formats, especially
if the key systems come from different vendors, though in the
MIS-to-production context there is support from some vendors
for the Job Definition Format (JDF) standard that is used in the
offset print environment.
There should be sufficient flexibility in an MIS to allow it to be
adapted to suit the particular needs and configuration of a user’s
business so that its daily use is equally straightforward for
operators making manual input of data in the sales department
or on the shop floor as it is for management reviewing that data.
These systems can only be as good as the data they capture, so
this process must be made as unobtrusive and simple as possible.
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6. Web-to-Print
Web-to-print is a logical extension to an LFP
workflow, streamlining job capture for the
printer and adding convenience for customers.
It has the potential to attract new business over
time but can be implemented first with existing
customers without requiring any restructuring
of the business. ‘Software as a service’ licensing
removes the financial and IT resource hurdles
for smaller LFP print providers.

A web-to-print (W2P) system allows print work to be quoted,
ordered, tracked and managed online using a standard web
browser. W2P has become increasingly popular in digital print in
recent years but is less common in the LFP environment. With
W2P, artwork files may be uploaded, catalogue items ordered
or template-based designs modified, reviewed and approved
via the web browser. Online payments may also be made or
invoices generated against purchase orders.
Why implement web-to-print?
There are many potential benefits from running an online sales
portal. The always-open print shop means that customers gain
the convenience of being able to order at any time that suits
them. For simple ‘off the shelf’ items or repeat orders they may
find it more efficient that having to phone or email. For the print
service provider, a W2P portal extends both the effective hours
of trading and the business’s geographical reach, though distance
may still be a factor if the printer is also responsible for installation.
With appropriate integration between the W2P portal, MIS and
production systems, it is possible not only to automate job
capture, but also its set-up and progression into production. By
connecting the job submission and production processes, print
service providers reduce delays and errors in moving work from
quote to production, while allowing sales and other staff to
concentrate on higher-value work.
Who would use it and for what?
Early promoters of W2P solutions focused on the potential for
gaining new business that would not otherwise be won, but a
more realistic approach for most printers is to start by using it
as an enhancement to the service for existing customers. W2P
portals do not by themselves attract web traffic, let alone generate
new business; the online service needs to be marketed and it’s
easiest to build on existing relationships.
Repeat orders and catalogue items are the simplest to offer via
W2P, but many systems offer the ability to support template-based
artwork creation in which the customer can choose a design,
edit text and/or select images and then preview and approve
the artwork online before confirming the order. Although some
of these options might appear better suited to a consumer sale,
within a franchise or retail environment, this type of system
enables individual stores or franchisees to order and pay for
customised materials that conform to branding guidelines.
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Links into workflow systems with pre-flighting and soft-proofing
capabilities also make it possible to accept and pre-flight usersubmitted artwork files. Within established business-to-business
relationships where there is sufficient production knowledge
on the customer’s side to understand and respond to any error
messages, this can be made to work to the benefit of both
customer and printer.
Web-to-print also enables new business models, from offering
competitive rates on low-priority work that fills spare capacity
to consumer sales. However, some of these ideas can require
considerable re-focusing of the business and so should be
planned carefully, ideally after a familiarisation period of running
W2P in a more familiar context.
Types of W2P system
There is a proliferation of W2P products from a range of suppliers
that includes MIS developers as well as printer and prepress
vendors, but the majority are not specifically targeted at or
optimised for LFP applications, being mostly designed around
the requirements of smaller-format digital production and, to a
lesser degree, those of offset printing.
Some W2P products provide the online shopfront which can
price jobs, take and confirm orders, and collect submitted files
in a hot folder but do not themselves link into MIS or production,
leaving the integration task to the user. More sophisticated
systems will make these links automatically and in some cases
can provide very close integration between job capture, order
management, production and shipping. In the extreme case,
it is possible in principle to configure a system for fully automated ‘lights out’ production at the printer’s site.

Who runs it?
Many W2P systems are offered under a remotely-hosted ‘software
as a service’ (SaaS) model. This is charged according to usage,
though there is generally a basic monthly service fee as well.
The SaaS approach takes the responsibility for maintaining servers
and software away from the print service provider, making W2P
more attractive to small print companies. Alternatively, some –
but not all – W2P developers will license their software for the
customer to run on their own site in the conventional manner.
This arrangement usually suits larger print companies with
dedicated in-house IT resources.
In-house development of bespoke W2P systems or integration
with other business systems is also a possibility, though again
this requires IT skills that would not normally be found in smaller
print companies. Unless a print service provider has extremely
unusual requirements, it’s likely that a commercially developed
system will be a more cost-effective W2P solution.
Implementing W2P is by no means compulsory, though as the
general trend towards online ordering of all kinds of products and
services continues, it may look increasingly odd to customers
if an LFP service provider does not at least offer a simple way
to handle repeat or standard item orders. In an increasingly
competitive market, it offers a way of enhancing relationships
with existing customers, as well as potentially widening the
customer base, especially within niches that require specialist
finishing equipment or skills, and provides a point of differentiation
from competitors.

From a customer’s perspective it’s valuable if the portal can provide
information on job production or shipping status after an order has
been placed, as well as allowing review of quotes and invoices;
again, the more integrated W2P offerings provide this kind of
bi-directional communication and some offer artwork review
and annotation facilities in addition.
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7. The EFI Offering
EFI offers a complete and fully integrated
end-to-end LFP solution, from web-based job
acquisition and review to output on wide or
super-wide format printers, all co-ordinated
by an MIS with dedicated LFP functionality.
Collectively, an EFI solution can eliminate manual
and field data handling, reducing delays and
errors in order submission and improving speed
and accuracy in the delivery of job specifications,
files and run lists. It can reduce or eliminate
pre-flighting, automate scheduling and optimise
capacity utilisation, while tracking production,
inventory and costs as work progresses, with
the ability to provide real-time information to
both staff and customers.

Job acquisition
EFI Digital StoreFront® is a customisable W2P e-commerce
platform that can be remotely hosted by EFI or installed at the
printer’s site. It provides an online shopping cart, pricing, approvals,
job ticketing, tracking and status information. Catalogue products
may be offered, including ad hoc jobs and complementary nonprint items, via an unlimited number of independently-branded
storefronts. Close integration with Fiery servers increases
productivity and optional modules for variable data printing and
print procurement from managed catalogues add to the flexibility
of the system so that printers may expand their service portfolios.
Print management
EFI Pace Print MIS is a browser-based print management
system that is scalable and customisable. It provides a fullyintegrated solution for estimating/quoting, job control and
scheduling, production and costing, shopfloor data collection,
purchasing, inventory management, CRM/sales management,
financial management and business analysis and reporting.
Pace helps to streamline operations and reduce costs, while
providing information necessary to win further business and
ensure quality of customer service.
RIP and workflow
EFI Fiery® XF digital print servers drive both EFI and a wide
range of other manufacturers’ LFP devices. They are designed
to provide rapid set-up, fast RIPping and accurate colour output
across all supported devices. The Fiery Workflow Suite allows
automated and customised workflows to be established, from
job submission through colour management and prepress with
nesting, cutting and soft-proofing support to output management,
with optional variable data printing support. Fiery print servers
integrate with both Digital StoreFront and Pace MIS to cover the
entire LFP process from job capture to shipping and invoicing.
Large format digital printers
EFI offers flatbed and roll-fed digital inkjet printers in both wideformat (up to 3m) and VUTEk super-wide (up to 5m) format.
Both ranges use EFI’s UV-curable inks which give instantly dry
output with wide colour gamut and environmental benefits. For
textile applications a dye-sublimation solvent ink set is available.
The printers are engineered for high reliability, durability and
productivity and integrate closely with Fiery print servers for
accurate colour management and image quality. EFI also offers
the Jetrion and Cretaprint lines for label and ceramic printing
applications respectively.
Automated workflow experience
EFI’s automated workflow solutions are more fully explained in
a separate document, available for download at [insert URL].
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8. Summary
The LFP market is currently buoyant but increasing numbers of entrants, both from traditional
large-format backgrounds and from commercial offset print, coupled with the increasing productivity
of the installed printer base, will increase competition, making it harder to win customers or to
retain them, and margins will come increasingly under pressure for most printers in this sector.
However, there are substantial productivity gains to be made by automating and integrating
production with wider management disciplines. The benefits of end-to-end integration include
improved productivity, enhanced flexibility to respond to market conditions or pursue new
business opportunities, minimised administration and production costs, consistent and improved
quality and enhanced customer relationships.
The technologies, products and expertise necessary to achieve this integration are available now
but for a variety of reasons have not yet been adopted on a large scale by LFP service providers;
those that act first will gain an immediate and lasting advantage over their competitors.
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Why EFI?
EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their
visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio.
Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and
precise colour and imaging solutions help companies increase
their brand recognition and market reach on signs, buildings,
bus wraps, graphic displays and more. Our business automation
software helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively.
Our office, enterprise and mobile cloud solutions help companies
create, access, and communicate impactful information that can
win them more business.
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